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1. Pease briefly state your background and experience. 
Civil Engineering Degree, University of Arizona 
Masters Degree in Management, Drury University 
For more detail see the documents on this personal Dropbox site: 
(You may have to copy and paste) 
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/7gcy97kgvgoj4du/AABxwWaG04b6lljsSB9rvq4-a?dl=0 
 

2. Why do you wish to serve on the Aldea HOA Board? 
I have been volunteering in Aldea, since before I actually moved into our house. 
I started with a gift to Aldea of a completed design to divert the storm water 
being discharged into the Frijoles Arroyo into a series of ditches that would 
force the water to soak in rather than cause erosion leaving in the arroyo. That led 
to membership in the Permaculture Committee which I then chaired for over 4 years. I 
have also served on the Architectural Review Committee for over 4 years. 
I led the initiative to Aldea becoming the only HOA in New Mexico certified by the 
National Wildlife Federation as a Community Wildlife Habitat.  
I initiated the Bird House Project and have worked on the Birding Club for 6 years and 
that has resulted in Aldea being designated a Cornell University NestWatch Chapter. We 
are the only NestWatch Chapter in the entire desert southwest! 
 

3. What area would best utilize your personal and professional talent? 
I have spent over 40 years in facility management, that is, planning, building, and 
maintaining facilities as small as a 500 bed medical center, to the largest community of 
American citizens outside of the United States, (Kaiserlautern Germany) where over 40 
thousand Americans lived. I’ve done facility master planning and handled directly, 
budgets of over 100 million dollars a year.  
 

4. What do you see as the long-term goals for the Aldea Board during your tenure? 
I believe Aldea can rightly brag they have accomplished more and are a better choice for 
a place to live than any other place in New Mexico. We must get back to the basics of 
communicating with the owners, giving them honest, open governance that is fair and 
inclusive of everyone. They have broken state taws by refusing to share information 
with the owners and they have routinely refused to follow our governing documents 
when it suited them to do so. 
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We will: 
Start an owner inclusive strategic planning process to prepare Aldea for the challenging 
future of inflation, drought, and water scarcity. 
Reestablish the Aldea newsletter and allow owner input, and allow owner input, 
opinion, and complaints every month. 
Have a clear, understandable budget, updated every month. 
Follow all the accounting practices in our rules re awarding and funding contracts. 
Get the required owner approvals for all new construction. 
Rigorously protect our reserve fund from unapproved use.  
Continue to look for ways to improve our community for everyone! 
 


